
Cloud Mobile
Instructions No. 1807
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

Small children love things that move and that they can observe. For this reason, mobiles with cute animals, stars or clouds
often hang over the cot. Since our mobiles can easily be personalized, they are perfect as a birth or baptism gift.

Before you start your creative work, you should cover your work surface with
foil or newspaper to avoid contamination. Now pick up the cloud and remove
it. Cotton cord. Fill some of the desired acrylic paint into different cups and
add some Pouring Medium to that. Stir the whole thing. Check if the paint is
flowable, otherwise just add a little more of the Pouring Medium in addition.
Tip: If you want to achieve cell formation, add 1 to 2 drops of silicone oil to
the colour mixture. Now layer the colours in a cup by filling the different
colour mixtures into a cup. Then place the cup upside down on the cloud,
wait a short moment and then pick up the cup. Now the color runs over the
cloud. If you like, you can take the cloud in your hand and spread the paint all
over the surface by panning. Let it dry for at least 24 hours 

Now print out the free motif templates, transfer them twice to the respective
felt and cut out the motifs. Spread the edge of the whale and the star with
Textile glue and place the counterpart on top of each. Important: Leave a
small opening to fill the whale and the star with cotton wool later.
Afterwards the opening is also glued Textile glue shut. The eye of the whale
is covered with a black Marker painted on. From the pink Felt one two ovals
are cut out, which should represent the cheeks. 

With a white Marker you can personalize the cloud. For example, how about the name of the child or a nice saying. Either write something freehand on the
cloud or use a template and some graphite paper to help you.

Now place a micro LED light chain around the edge of the cloud and fix it with hot glue. Now thread the whale, the star and the whale on Pompoms some
Perlon tape and fix everything on the backside with some hot glue. Finally, knot the cotton tape you removed at the from beginning back on and you have your
own personal mobile.

Article number Article name Qty
560566 Graphite paper 1
607605 Perlon thread, 0.25 mm thick, 100 m long 1
652551 Pompoms "Colors & Sizes Mix", 100 pieces 1
650120-04 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmPale Pink 1
650120-38 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmWhite 1
650120-12 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmLight blue 1
650120-22 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmGolden yellow 1
281317 Wooden sign "Cloud" 1
567732-07 POSCA Marker PC-3MBlack 1
567749-08 POSCA Marker PC-5MWhite 1

Article information:



845229 Silicone oil "Fluid" 1
845281-05 Viva Decor Metallic Effect PouringBlue 1
845274-01 Viva Decor Pouring Medium Fluid500 ml 1
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